The reduction of the sorting bias in the eigenvalues of the diffusion tensor.
One of the most intrinsic quantities when measuring the diffusion properties of a system is the set of principal diffusivities, which represents diffusion along the fibre axes. System noise is a well-known cause of systematic sorting bias when closely spaced diffusivities are ordered according to their magnitude and leads to their inaccurate estimation. This paper describes a new method for the ordering of the principal diffusivities in which local fibre directional coherence was used as a basis for sorting. The method was applied and tested in computer simulations and experimental data acquired in an isotropic water phantom and healthy human brain. Our results demonstrate that this method leads to significant reduction in the sorting bias in comparison to other techniques and thus a more accurate estimation of the eigenvalues. The method is advantageous over other proposed alternatives to the conventional magnitude sorting method because it is not reliant on a large region-of-interest averaging scheme.